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    Language

    
        
            French
        
        
        
    




    



    
        Prerequisites
    

      
        
        
              LGLOR1270 Greek II
        
      
          
The prerequisite(s) for this Teaching Unit (Unité d’enseignement – UE) 
              for the programmes/courses that offer this Teaching Unit are specified at the end of this sheet.
      
    








    
        Main themes
    

    
        In-depth study of classical Greek grammar, mainly syntax, with a linguistic approach (origin and evolution of the structures of the language).
Both Level III courses (A and B) will cover a selection of chapters related to the syntax of the simple and complex sentence.
In addition, the student will learn additional vocabulary and translate short texts (versions) and long texts (cursive).

    




    



    
        Learning outcomes
    

    
        	At the end of this learning unit, the student is able to :

	1	identify and justify any element (word, phrase or proposition) of a given Greek sentence (case, verbal modes and tenses, syntactic structure);

	   
	2	develop a linguistic reflection (especially around the origin of the structures of the language);

	   
	3	translate into Greek a complex French sentence or a short French text (theme);

	   
	4	translate into correct French a Greek text read independently (cursive).

	   


        
          
    























 

    
        Faculty or entity
    

    
        
        
            EHAC
        
    






 











 
Programmes / formations proposant cette unité d'enseignement (UE)




    
              Title of the programme

              
              
                      Sigle

                      Credits

                      Prerequisites

                      Learning outcomes

              

              
		
    

    
    
	  Bachelor in Ancient Languages and Literatures : Classics

	  
            
                
                    CLAS1BA
                

                5
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	  Bachelor in Ancient Languages and Literatures: Oriental Studies
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	  Minor in Antiquity: Egypt, Eastern World, Greece, Rome

	  
            
                
                    MINANTI
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